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ABSTRACT
The use of wireless technology for health care delivery is having great impacts in the health care sector on a global scale. However, alert systems in medical institutions are rare. As a result of this, patients find it hard to keep track of scheduled meetings with medical personnel; they also find it difficult to keep track of prescribed medications. These could have adverse impacts on patients’ health, especially for those with chronic diseases. This chapter therefore, presents the design, deployment and evaluation of a mobile-based medical alert system (MAS) for managing diseases where adherence or compliance is paramount for effective treatment. The system alerts the patients and medical practitioners about information and emergencies via text messaging on handheld devices such as mobile phones and PDAs. It also allows users to receive scheduled appointment and medication updates that will facilitate their treatment processes. The prototype application is developed by the incremental software process model and runs on a GSM network.

INTRODUCTION
At the end of this chapter, readers will understand:

- The meaning and importance of mobile HealthCare
- The meaning of medical alert systems
- Describe the components of medical alert systems
- The benefits of using Short Message System (SMS) in health care services
- How to implement and deploy medical alert systems
- How to evaluate mobile health care based systems
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BACKGROUND

Ubiquitous health systems which focus on automated applications that can provide HealthCare to citizen anywhere/anytime using wired and wireless mobile technologies is becoming increasingly important. Consequently, hand-held devices especially PDAs and smart phones have been reported to become increasingly prevalent for health care delivery (Trevor et al., 2004; Wickramasinghe et al., 2004; Baldwin, 2005). Research efforts and the use of wireless communications technologies to extend the reach, range and maneuverability of health care applications are covered in (Kyriacou et al., 2003; Voskarides et al., 2002; Mobile, n. d; James, 1996; MobilePoint, 2004); Kugean, 2002; Qureshi, 2005; Robert, 2005; Aura, 2006; Kim, 2005; Tang, 2004). Other research work that demonstrate the feasibility, convenience, and efficiency of using handheld devices in enhancing care delivering in areas such as transferring clinical data (Kim, 2005; Tang, 2004), electronic messaging systems (Wojceichowski et al., 2006; Wojciech et al., 2008; ng, 2007) have also been widely reported. The increasing adoption of mobile technology devices such as PDAs, cell phones, and laptops, for HealthCare (mobile health care) delivery is due to the flexibility and portability they offer to the physicians than some more computational desktop computers. In addition, hand-held devices and the applications bundled within them are significantly cheaper and require very little training unlike most PC-based alternatives. Furthermore, mobile devices support features that allow remote users to synchronize personal databases and provide access to network services such as wireless e-mail, Web browsing, and Internet access, thus meeting the mobility needs of patients or medical practitioners who are always on the move.

All across the world, the shortage of health care personnel continues to present great concerns for health care systems. However, in the developing world, the explosive growth and adoption of mobile communications over the last decade has provided new opportunities for the promotion of quality HealthCare. Mobile devices no doubt are having great impacts on the way we do things. Mobile health care systems allow the delivery of accurate medical information anytime anywhere by means of mobile devices (Rifat et al., 2009). In recent times, there have been a number of mHealth initiatives in public health being piloted and used from one country to another. Among these initiatives, Short Message Services (SMS) stands out as being the most promising in terms of its cost-effectiveness, scalability, convenience, broad reach, and widespread popularity in the developing world (Greifinger, 2009). SMS alerts have proven particularly effective in targeting hard-to-reach rural dwellers where the absence of HealthCare amenities, lack of HealthCare workers, and limited access to health-related information of major concerns. On a general note, mHealth initiatives promise to close the information gap that currently exists for patient data in the developing world, enabling health workers to measure the effectiveness of HealthCare programs, allocate resources more efficiently, and adjust programs and policies accordingly (Ramsaroop et al., 2010).

In spite of the advances in mobile HealthCare delivery, there are often situations where patients with certain medical conditions are unwilling or unable to reliably go to a physician. Obesity, high blood pressure, irregular heartbeat, or diabetes, HIV/AIDS are examples of such common health problems. AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) is a disease caused by a virus called HIV (human immunodeficiency virus). Anyone of any age, race, sex or sexual orientation can be infected with HIV. In these cases, people are usually advised to periodically visit their doctors for routine medical checkups and regularly take some prescribed drugs. The provision of smarter and more personalized means through which patients are able to get medical feedback would certainly lead to life, time and cost savings (Rifat et al., 2009).
The monitory of patients’ health has been a major issue in mobile health care delivery. One area that requires monitoring is that of medications. Adverse drug effects are a major cause of death in the world with tens of thousand deaths occurring each year because of medication or prescription errors. Many errors involve the prescription or administration of the wrong drug or dosage by care givers to patients due to illegible handwriting, dosage mistakes, and confusing drug names. With the use of mobile devices such as personal digital assistants and smart phones some of these errors could be eliminated because they allow prescription information to be captured and viewed in SMS rather than handwriting. For instance, common drugs for HIV/AIDS include; Abacavir, Zidovine and Luminvudine must be taken with compliance to the doctor’s prescriptions.

Also, at the moment, alert systems in medical institutions are rare. As a result patients find it hard to keep track of scheduled meetings with medical personnel; they also find it difficult to keep track of prescribed medications. These could have adverse impacts on patients’ health, especially for those with chronic diseases.

In view of the above, the contribution of this book chapter is to present the design and deployment of a Medical Alert System that will improve HealthCare delivery on a global scale. The system integrates the functionalities of core e-Health based systems with an Ozeki SMS server. The system supports real time transfer of prescription data to patient through SMS.

An incremental approach to software development is used for the development of the system. This approach allows a system to be decomposed into a number of components, each of which are designed and built separately allowing each component to be delivered to the client when it is complete. This allows partial utilization of product and avoids a long development time (Software Engineering, 2006).

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this chapter is to presents the design, deployment and evaluation of a mobile-based medical alert system for managing diseases where adherence or compliance is paramount for effective treatment. The system discussed alerts the patients and medical practitioners about information and emergencies via text messaging on handheld devices such as mobile phones and PDAs. It also allows users to receive scheduled appointment, medication and updates that will facilitate their treatment processes. The prototype application is developed by the incremental software process model and shall run on a mobile network.

This book promises to be a major contribution to the realization of the objectives of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) policies and the attainment of the millennium development goal for many countries. Specifically, a major component of the ICT policy of Nigeria (Nigeria, n.d.), is to deploy Information Technology to combat serious national health threats such as HIV/AIDS, etc. The final product is expected to run on GSM network in the country which presently supports more than 86 million subscribers (NCC, n.d.).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 4 we propose and implement an e-health solution by providing the architectural design of MAS. In section 5 we discuss the evaluation of the system and conclude the book chapter in Section 6 with some remarks on future work in section 7.

SOLUTION AND RECOMMENDATION

The usage of SMS is mainly to send short text only messages. SMS is built on GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) which is highly patronized in Nigeria. SMS contains a maximum of 160 characters. The operations supported by SMS includes: Message Originating (MO) and
Message Terminated (MT). The MO is used for sending SMS and MT is for receiving SMS. Once an SMS is sent from a mobile phone, the message arrives at Short Message Service Center (SMSC). SMSC generally follows Store & Forward rule, which means message is stored inside SMSC until it reaches the recipient. SMS messages do not have to be responded to. In addition, messages can be linked to various other services and can directly use their format. Both text and binary data of limited length can be transmitted by SMS and it can be automated (Mark Ridgeway, 2002) such that it is sent at a particular time such as in a medication alert system discussed in this paper.

**Systems Architecture**

The SMS integrates with core e-Health based systems (Ikhu-Omoregbe et al., 2010). The e-Health system consists of the following modules:

**Patient Medical Record Support Module (PMRSM)**

This is the core support service in e-Health based systems. It provides functionality that maximizes the usage of the patients’ medical information by serving as central sources of information for communications between health care providers, covering the patients’ history, observations, and diagnosis.

This support service is not limited to only the interactions recorded in the patient-doctor encounter database but draw from numerous different facilities and support services such as records from the database of laboratory test, medications, and appointments, and diagnosis. This system allows an authorized user to view patient medical records real-time, in other to undertake treatment processes that are most beneficial and cost effective to the patients.

**Laboratory Test Support Module (LTSM)**

This support system aims at improving patient safety and efficiency in care delivery. A doctor may want to confirm the presence or absence of diseases by requesting that a patient undergoes a test. Laboratory test include blood, urine, sputum etc. After the test is performed, the result is given to the patient or captured and committed directly to the system for later use by the referring physician. Where X-rays or other forms of scan are required, the laboratory personnel and the X-ray specialist perform the respective tests and save the report separately on the server based system with the patient’s identity. Especially where the client device does not have capabilities to store image files.

**Pharmacy and Billing Support Service Module (PBSSM)**

This module is a patient-centred, browser-based, integrated management medication system, providing drug therapy, billing and documentation for every step of medication treatment process. Its functionality includes: checks for drugs interactions, billing and allergic drug alert. The module helps to minimize medication errors and adverse drug effect on patients by allowing physicians send prescription information directly to the pharmacist after reviewing patient’s allergic medication list real time via hand-held devices. The module helps to eliminates transcription errors and minimizes the time delays between the patient’s consultation session with the physician and the collection and administration of drugs. By making patient medication information available electronically, accessible anytime, regardless of the location within the care network, cost of treatment is substantially reduced and lives are saved.
Security and Authentication Support Module (SASM)

In a hospital setting, several users access the patients’ records to improve services to patients. These users include, doctors, nurses, laboratory personnel, pharmacist amongst others. A common way to give access right to hospital personnel is according to their functional and structural role which relates to their profession or specialty.

Ozeki SMS Server

The MAS forward a medical alert message to the patient’s mobile phone using Ozeki SMS server. Such alert include the time to take drugs for an ailment. The architecture of MAS is depicted in Figure 1. The architecture contains 1) Client device such as cell phone and PDA, 2) MySQL database and 3) three servers: Ozeki SMS server, Application and Web Server. The screen shot for the configuration of GSM modem in Ozeki SMS server is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the SQL statements for sent messages and Ado connection script while Figure 4 shows the database content of MAS.

SQL Statement

Figure 3 contains the SQL statements of the messages sent from Ozeki SMS server, and the MySQL database Ado connection string.

Prototype Implementation

Figure 5 depicts a live deployment of the prototype MAS on a Nokia 6301 mobile phone. The screen shot represents a typical message that was sent from the MAS platform to the patient mobile phone. The application is executed by an automated scheduler which works with PHP, and integrated with Ozeki SMS server. The characteristics of MAS amongst others are 1) Simplicity, The system architecture of MAS is a simple one with no complex system or communication architecture, and 2) Cost-Effective, MAS is cost effective. The setup consists of some low cost components such as Ozeki message server which allows use of free evaluation and free and open source software (FOSS).
EVALUATION

The method engaged for the evaluation of MAS is Cognitive walkthrough strategy. Cognitive Walkthrough Strategy (John Rieman, 1999) encompasses one or a group of evaluators who inspect a user interface by going through a set of tasks and assess its understandability and ease of learning. To evaluate our MAS, we followed this strategy. 1. Who will be the users of the system?

Figure 2. A configuration of GSM modem in Ozeki SMS server

Figure 3. SQL statement for sent messages and Ado connection script

SQL statement for messages
Download new messages: select id,receiver,msg,operator,msgtpe,sender,reference from ozekimessageout where status='send'
Update downloaded messages: update ozekimessageout set status='sent' where id='$id'
Update transmitted messages: update ozekimessageout set status='transmitted', senttime='$senttime' where id='$id'
Update deleted messages: update ozekimessageout set status='deleted' where id='$id'
update ozekimessageout set status='received',receivedtime='$recvtime' where id='$id'
Receiving incoming messages: insert into ozekimessagein (operator, sender, receiver, msg, senttime, receivedtime, msmtpye,reference) values ('$operator', '$sender', '$receiver', '$msg', '$senttime', '$receivedtime','$msmtpe','$reference')

The Database Ado Connection String
Driver={MySQL ODBC 3.51 Driver};Server=127.0.0.1;Database=dblogin;User=root;Password="";Option=4;
2 Ph.D. students (Computer Science), 2 graduate students (Computer Science), 3 graduate students (Mathematics), 5 undergraduate students (Biology), 4 undergrad students (MIS), 2 Medical Doctors (Health Center), 2 patients with some technical knowledge and 3 patients without technical knowledge were chosen as the users. We have tried to cover all type of end users and both males and females having different ages. 2. What tasks will be analyzed? The services provided by our MAS were executed by the users. We have tried to select the tasks to be analyzed in such a way that no major task has been overlooked. 3. What is the correct action sequence for each task? First, we briefly explained the task sequences and process to get result. A questionnaire was given to the users. Table 1 shows the user’s satisfaction rating [0 is the lowest value and 5 is the highest value].

This study makes a contribution in the field of mobile health care delivery. Researcher wishing to provide a patient monitoring technology that is based on SMS to complement existing e-Health systems will have something to gain also from the article. The analysis from the findings shows Overall (3.6), Ease of Use (3.9), Ease of Input (4.3), Interface Navigation (4.5) and User Satisfaction (4.0). The resultant average rating of (3.6+ 3.9+ 4.5+ 4.3+ 4.3)/5 is 4.06 Several usability studies suggest that system with “Very Bad Usability” should have 1 as mean rating, “2 as Bad Usability”, 3 as Average Usability, “4 as Good Usability” and “5 as Excellent Usability”. It was proposed (Sauro, 2005) that “Good Usability” should have a mean rating of 4 on a 1-5 scale and 5.6 on a 1-7 scale. We can therefore conclude that the prototype MAS application presented in this chapter has “Good Usability” based on the average total rating of 4.06

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have illustrated how to enhance health care delivery on a global scale by developing and evaluating a medical alert system (MAS) which sends medical to patients via handheld

Figure 4. Database content of MAS
The system runs on an Ozeki SMS server platform. The goal of the MAS is to remind patients having HIV/AIDS and other related health issues to take their drugs at the prescribed time. An obvious benefit of MAS is to save the patient from the danger of forgetting to take drugs that have been prescribed by the doctor. Experience has shown that when drug prescribed by doctors are abused or not taken as expected it may not function or provide the necessary cure in the human system. The system provided will no doubt help to address the millennium development goals that bother on health care delivery and also help in addressing the problems of HIV/AIDS and other prevalent diseases associated with people living in developing countries.

When the prototype system is fully deployed, it will complement the existing systems used in the domain of e-Health and enhance the quality of health care services provided by both the private and public hospitals in the country.
FUTURE WORK

To deploy the system on the nation-wide GSM network and to introduce some elements of natural language processing to include translation to local languages in order to increase the acceptability by the non literate people in the country. Security issues will also be critically examined. In addition, voice-alert SMS is being considered as part of the future works in this study, since our investigation shows that some visually impaired patient infected with HIV/AIDS will benefit from a system that will not only send SMS messages but also read the content of the SMS alert to the hearing of users.
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